Are you a leaf peeper? That’s not necessarily a bad thing. Autumn is that time of year when the trees remind us that letting go of things can be beautiful. If you are looking to see the best burst of colors nature has to offer check out I Love New York's Fall Foliage Report

By using this site you can track what trees are doing in all parts of New York State. Whether you are heading out to the Finger Lakes Region for wine tasting, venturing into the Adirondacks or Catskills for hiking, or staying right here in the Hudson Valley for apple and pumpkin picking, just select a location on the map for the latest color changes.

Sign up for email updates and weekly foliage reports sent right to your inbox!
FALL FOLIAGE REPORT

The first signs of New York's colorful fall foliage are appearing in upstate regions!

DOWNLOAD MAP GRAPHIC

JUMP TO COLOR REPORTS